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ANTIBES CHAISE LONGUE.ANTIBES CHAISE LONGUE.
Inspired in curves and organicInspired in curves and organic
shapes. It ’s aged pr imavera woodshapes. It ’s aged pr imavera wood
base runs longer than thebase runs longer than the
seating to provide the effect of aseating to provide the effect of a
side table. side table. 
H: 32" x H: 32" x W: 65" x W: 65" x D: 30"D: 30"

SETE CHAIR. This 70´s inspiredSETE CHAIR. This 70´s inspired
chair  embodies design and style.chair  embodies design and style.
Full of details, the duo tonedFull of details, the duo toned
wood and the use of var iouswood and the use of var ious
mater ials is what makes this chairmater ials is what makes this chair
a simple but design-focuseda simple but design-focused
piece.piece.
H: 34" x H: 34" x W: 35" x W: 35" x D: 40"D: 40"

LE BROC COCKTAIL TABLE. HasLE BROC COCKTAIL TABLE. Has
3 wooden table tops with brass3 wooden table tops with brass
inlays on the edges,inlays on the edges,
interconnected at differentinterconnected at different
heights, which gives it an elegantheights, which gives it an elegant
and sober style. The legs have 2and sober style. The legs have 2
styles. styles. 
H: 16" x H: 16" x W: 67" x W: 67" x D: 47"D: 47"

TRENTO AUXILIARY TABLE.TRENTO AUXILIARY TABLE.
Made up of 2 tr iangular basesMade up of 2 tr iangular bases
made of wood and circular marblemade of wood and circular marble
tops. Both surfaces are set attops. Both surfaces are set at
different heights and share adifferent heights and share a
support that joins them.support that joins them.
H: 20" x H: 20" x W: 17" x W: 17" x D: 27"D: 27"

DEAUVILLE ARMOIRE. TheDEAUVILLE ARMOIRE. The
Deauville Armoire displays aDeauville Armoire displays a
simple yet str iking decor. Thesimple yet str iking decor. The
darkened iron arches contrastdarkened iron arches contrast
with the r ich wood. The moldingswith the r ich wood. The moldings
are made on different levels,are made on different levels,
giving it depth. giving it depth. 
H: 75" x H: 75" x W: 53" x W: 53" x D: 20"D: 20"

AMSTERDAM CHEST. Inspired byAMSTERDAM CHEST. Inspired by
XVIII the century German design.XVIII the century German design.
It has crossed moldingsIt has crossed moldings
throughout the top and base. Itthroughout the top and base. It
Combines top class mater ials withCombines top class mater ials with
beautiful craftsmanship andbeautiful craftsmanship and
functionality.functionality.
H: 45" x H: 45" x W: 47" x W: 47" x D: 23"D: 23"

LAON CHEST. Inspired in theLAON CHEST. Inspired in the
Neoclassical Italian style. WithNeoclassical Italian style. With
intr icate marquetry made of darkintr icate marquetry made of dark
and light geometr ical contrastingand light geometr ical contrasting
patterns and cross moldingspatterns and cross moldings
carefully constructed to emulatecarefully constructed to emulate
that per iodthat per iod
H: 37" x H: 37" x W: 50" x W: 50" x D: 24"D: 24"

TOURMONT BAR CABINET.TOURMONT BAR CABINET.
Inspired by natural and irregularInspired by natural and irregular
patterns found in mountainouspatterns found in mountainous
rocks highlighted by a darkrocks highlighted by a dark
frame. frame. 
H: 66" x H: 66" x W: 47" x W: 47" x D: 24"D: 24"
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